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APPLICABILITY OF METHOD
Target organism – Listeria species including L. monocytogenes, L. innocua, L.
ivanovii, & L. welshimeri
Matrices – Ceramic tile, stainless steel, plastic, and sealed concrete
Performance claims ‐ Performance of PDX‐LIB has been tested rigorously in
both AOAC‐guidelined studies and real environmental samples studies. The
results are suggesting that PDX‐LIB was associated with acceptable levels of
sensitivity, specificity and accuracy values when it was compared to USDA
methods while providing presumptive results about 18 hour earlier than
the reference method.

REFERENCE METHOD
http://www.fsis.usda.gov/OA/pubs/lmtips.htm (8)

PRINCIPLE OF THE METHOD
The principle of the PDX‐LIB is based on colorometric detection of Listeria spp
in a unique blend of antibiotics, growth enhancers and Listeria specific color
indicator working all synergistically. A light brown to black color formation
within 30 hours indicates presence of Listeria spp. in an environmental
sample. PDX‐LIB has a limit of detection for most Listeria spp. between (>1‐100
CFU/mL) within 30 hours.
DISCUSSION OF THE VALIDATION STUDY
PDX‐LIB is an easy to use and interpret screening test for Listeria spp in
environmental samples. Presumptive results are available within 30 hours
compared to minimum after 48 hours with the typical cultural methods. Results
of inclusivity – exclusivity studies suggested that PDX‐LIB was associated with
100% sensitivity, and 96.7% selectivity when tested for Listeria and non‐Listeria
species. The minimum limit of detection is the critical piece of information that
needs to be highlighted herein. It has been found out that most of the Listeria
spp that were used in inclusivity – exclusivity studies gave minimum detection
range at 1 – 100 CFU/ mL. However, there were a few in our culture collection
required >1000 CFU/mL for detection within 30 hours. Regarding percent
selectivity rate, again the cell concentration is the critical piece. It has been
found that some non‐Listeria spp if they were at higher than 1.0E+6 CFU/mL
concentration level, then they might give false (+) results. It has been found a
rare species of Enterococci, Enterococcus hire is capable of giving false (+)
th
readings at the end of 30 hour if the initial inoculation is as low as 100 CFU/mL
at time zero.
2
Internal method comparison studies produced x values that suggested there
were no significant differences between the test method, PDX‐LIB, and the
reference method, USDA. External method comparison studies resulted in same
conclusion for Lm on sealed concrete; however, Li on tile study resulted in
slightly different than what has been obtained in internal validation studies. The
main difference between two studies was the fact that tiles used by independent
lab were over‐saturated with concentrated bleach. According to the independent
lab data, on average cell load onto surface before drying was 1.4E+5 CFU/area
for high level of inoculated and it resulted in 12 presumptive out of 20 replicates.
According to internal validation studies, on average cell load onto surface before
drying was 2.93E+4 CFU/area for high and it resulted in 20 presumptive positives
were obtained out of 20 replicates. It was also observed that oversaturated tiles,
when used for evaluating another rapid detection kit, were causing more severe
reductions in cell populations drying on the surface for overnight (data not
shown). This type of an injury is rare and displays an extreme example of how
Listeria would be found in the environment.

DISCUSSION OF THE VALIDATION STUDY Continued
Recovery of Listeria cells off of surfaces after overnight drying was monitored by
plating 100 L out from the test bag onto TSAIE plates. This plating information
has revealed that drying on surfaces was causing an average 2 to 3 decimal
reductions in cell population in addition to sub‐lethal drying injuries in the
remaining population (Appendix IV). In order to assess the effect of drying injury
on the detection limits of PDX‐LIB, logarithmic dilutions of healthy cells were
tested before they were placed onto test surfaces (Appendix V). Data in appendix
IV and V suggested that drying injury might have reduced detectability within 30
hours. Samples taken from very dry surfaces might require extended incubation
times in order to minimize false interpretations. It is important to note that
method comparison studies weighed more towards dry injured cells and
therefore did represent just a fraction of how Listeria would be found in real
world samples. Another very important fact needs to be highlighted here is the
fact that PDX‐LIB was getting 1/3 of what has been dislodged into the peptone
after samples were taken off of surfaces. This fact is indeed very important and
explains why always reference method was coming out with higher confirmed
positives in each method comparison study conducted.
Regarding the ruggedness studies, recommended parameters have been studied
for PDX‐LIB. Results of ruggedness studies suggested selected deviations from
test parameters did not interfere with the true detection of microorganisms
selected. Although not seen in ruggedness studies, results in method comparison
studies suggested extension of incubation times up to 4‐6 hours would provide
more reliability in detection for drying + bleach injured cells.
Shelf life and lot‐to‐lot variability has been monitored by internally developed
quality control protocol. PDX‐LIB has been shown to be reliably reproducible and
stable at refrigerated storage conditions more than 6 months. Targeted shelf life
for PDX‐Lib is 1 year under refrigeration. More real time data will be submitted
to AOAC as they become available.
Performance of PDX‐IMC‐List in real environmental samples were encouraging
considering the fact that those presumptive results were available in about 30
hours in a self contained environment as opposed to minimum 48 hours with
USDA‐like method. As seen in Table 10 c, false positive and false negative rates
are ~ 2 % in 508 real environmental samples containing 98 double‐blinded
control samples. Most of false negatives (5 / 9 ) in the whole study came from
double blinded control samples (three different Listeria, two of which came out
false negative both in binary competition and in pure culture formats, Appendix
III B). Presumptive positives, although associated with ~2 % false (+) rate, are still
valuable for the end user as they could be used as a measure for overall
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DISCUSSION OF THE VALIDATION STUDY Continued
microbial cleanliness of the environment. As mentioned above, false positive results are very likely due to high (>1.0E+6 CFU/mL) concentrations of Enteroccus spp, In
case an end user gets a presumptive positive in a sample, recommended first action is spot cleaning and sanitizing the location where the sample was taken. This
simple action could save millions of dollars and non‐measurable “reputation” asset of a food company. Based on PDX‐LIB results, end user could obtain warnings
regarding the presence of Listeria via a very simple low cost test and reduce the number of samples that necessitates confirmation.
As mentioned earlier, real environmental samples and double blinded control studies were included into this report as they provided a complementary perspective
on how PDX‐LIB would perform in the real world. Based on the data in Table 9 and Table 10, performance characteristics of PDX‐LIB in AOAC‐ guidelined studies and
those in real environmental samples studies were different. As seen in Table 9, all false negatives in AOAC guidelined studies originated from method comparison
studies where drying injured cells were tested. Conclusively, although AOAC guidelined studies were quite valuable (as by design characteristics, they leaned more
towards inspecting the false (‐) issue than false (+) issue), they should be supported with real environmental samples data. PDX‐LIB is a unique easy to perform
screening test available for food safety professionals in the industry. PDX‐ LIB being a self‐contained test minimizes cross contamination. It is expected that PDX‐LIB
will reliably reduce the number of tests that require costly confirmation step.
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Appendix I: Inclusivity‐Exclusivity Data
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Appendix II. Method Comparison Data A) Internal Evaluation of Li on Tile
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Appendix II. Method Comparison Data B) Internal Evaluation of Liv on Stainless Steel
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Appendix II. Method Comparison Data C) Internal Evaluation of Lw in 10xSa on Plastic
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Appendix II. Method Comparison Data D) Independent Lab Evaluation of Li on tile
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Appendix II. Method Comparison Data E) Independent Lab Evaluation of Lm on Sealed Concrete
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